PANELISTS’ RECOMMENDED RESOURCES

For more on the CASEL Awards visit: https://casel.org/awards/

- **“Scientific Base Linking SEL to School Success”** - Chapter One from *Building Academic Success on SEL: What Does the Research Say?* edited by Joseph E. Zins, Roger P. Weissberg, Margaret C. Wang, and Herbert J. Wahlberg

- **“Social and Emotional Learning”** - Paper from Joseph E. Zins and Maurice Elias

From Laura Hamilton Ph.D.:

- **Youth Need Better Civic Learning Opportunities, and SEL Can Pave the Way** - Blog by Laura Hamilton Ph.D. on the relationship between SEL and civic readiness for students

- **From Civic Education to a Civic Learning Ecosystem: A Landscape Analysis and Case for Collaboration** - Overview of the state of civic education by Raj Vinnakota, 2019

- **CIRCLE** - Center for Information & Research on Civic Learning and Engagement

- **Supports for Social and Emotional Learning in American Schools and Classrooms** - Nationally representative survey results on teachers’ SEL beliefs, practices, well-being, school supports, and state policy, by Laura S. Hamilton and Christopher J. Doss, 2020

- **Civic Education in the Era of Truth Decay** - Findings from RAND’s national civic education survey, including several data notes (forthcoming final report will be posted on this page), by Laura S. Hamilton, Julia H. Kaufman, and Lynn Hu, 2020

- **Why Digital Information Literacy Skills are More Critical Now Than Ever** - Commentary on the importance of promoting digital information literacy and its relevance to other competencies, by Jesse R. Sparks and Irvin Katz, 2020

From Clark McKown Ph.D.:

- **Keeping Social and Emotional Learning Grounded in Evidence** - Blog by Clark McKown Ph.D. on the importance of rigorous assessment

- **SEL Assessment to Support Effective Social Emotional Learning Practices at Scale** - Issue brief from the Pennsylvania State University

- **Student Social and Emotional Competence Assessment** - Report developed by the Assessment Work Group (AWG)

- **I’m From the Government and I’m Here to Help: The Role of the State Education Agency in the Assessment of Social and Emotional Learning** - Blog on how state agencies can support SEL assessment, by Beth Herman and Clark McKown